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EDUCATION PROGRAMS FOR MANAGERS AND ENGINEERS USING VIBRATION 
AND SHOCK TESTING SERVICES 

Dr. Harod. U. Nwosu 

Abstract 
Vibration and shock testing plays an important part in improving the reliability of 

component i, subassemblies, and finished products. Sustaining product quality while 

increasing the manufacturing rate, however, requires a major investment in testing. 

Developing the highest possible confidence levels in the shottest period of time is the 

objective of testing. Successful strategies for rapid, confidence building tests call for 

testing techniques and equipment that provide simplicity, flexibility, and correlation 

to others. An important ingredient of all testing is good communication and adequate 

understanding between the test labs and users of test lab services. This is especially 

true of a specialized discipline such as vibration and shock testing. Since engineering 

education and work experiences provide little understanding of vibration or shock 

testing, this paper describes the basic education programs for users of vibration and 

shock testing services. 

Introduction 
Vibration and shock testing plays an important pat t in improving the reliability of components, 

subassemblies, and finished products. An important ingredient of all testing is good communication and 

adequate understanding between the test labs and users of test lab services. That is especially tree of a 

specialized discipline such as vibration and shock testing. Since engineering education and work 

experiences provide little training in this field, many users have only a limited understanding of 

vibration or shock testing. Vibration and shock testing contributes directly to profits through increased 

sales and reduced costs-(Nwosu, 1992): 

1. Better Quality and Value Money spent in protective packaging adds to the cost of a product, not to 

its value. Less emphasis on protective packaging and more on the product provides better quality. 

Testing identifies strengths and weakness in a product. 

2. Fast Market Entry Allows earlier realization of profits, puts a competitor in a position of trying lo 

catch up, and provides the advantage of initial market penetration. Or maybe, the need is to catch a 

competitor who got there first as fast as possible. Testing reduces development time in both product 

and package design. 

3. Maintain Safety, Reliability, and Confidence Tolerance for damaged products is low among 

consumers and dissatisfaction quickly transfers to other items in the line. Even aesthetic or cosmetic 

damage to the package, much less the product, reduces confidence in that product. Testing helos 

identify safety and reliability problems. 

4. Analyze Competition Competitive products may be a source of substantial information concerning 

strength and weakness in your own product. Building on a competition’s strength and avoiding Iris 

or her mistakes provides a belter product. Testing provides the ability to evaluate a competitor’s 

product quickly and accurately. 

5. Meet Regulations and Specification In more and more situations, regulations and /or customer 

specifications may require testing to assure safety or compliance. Testing is mandatory. 

6. Qualify Alternative Materials Substituting lower cost materials in either the product or the 

package, or both, has the potential for saving money on materials and sometimes even providing a 

better product. Testing helps evaluate materials and their effect on final performance of the product 

and/or the package. 

7. Reduce Direct Damage Damage is often an unnecessary cost in distribution of a product. Even if 

all damage claims were paid, there is still a cost in processing them. Also, damage costs may not 

show up in claims, but rather he hidden in sales allowances, invoice deductions, and operational 

inefficiencies. Testing can help find ways to eliminate damage, or prevent it in the first place. 
* 
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Many situations arise where mare specific knowledge on the part of the users would result in a 

better, smoother running vibration test program. Some of the more common situations that occur 

include: 

1. Products arrive in the test lab late in the development cycle, resulting in inadequate time to 

correct problems. 

2. Users are not aware of test standards; therefore the product may not be designed for the 

intended environment, and may fail the tests. 

3. Users are not aware of the capabilities of the test and analysis equipment, and what information 

can be obtained from a test. 

4. Inadequate time is allowed for fixturing and instrumentation, which may result in missed 

schedules. 

One solution is to educate users regarding basic principles of the vibration and shock test 

discipline. This paper describes such a class used at a typical home facility of a user of vibration and 

shock testing services. 

Objectives of Education Programs for Vibration and Shock Course 

Shock and vibration course should help users develop an awareness of vibration and shock 

testing as a useful design tool, and as a means of improving product reliability. It should also acquaint 

users with test facility capabilities, they see ways testing can help improve product design and quality. 

The course should provide a basic knowledge regarding vibration and shock test definitions, test 

equipment and techniques, instrumentation, and analysis techniques. If users have a basic 

understanding of test activities, then, user-test communications will be enhanced, resulting in more 

efficient tests and better understanding of product performance in the vibration and shock environment. 

One of the main thrusts of this course is to explain applicable test specifications and standards 

are included. If the product designers are familiar with the test levels defined in the standards, and 

design with those levels as an objective, we increase the probability of passing tests the first time. 

Another objective is to help users understand the time required to plan and conduct a test, construct 

fixturing, and prepare adequate instrumentation. Encouraging customers to plan ahead for testing is 

mutually beneficial. 

The vibration test community builds up large body of knowledge regarding design practices, 

and shock test problems. Sharing this information with the user community helps speed up the design 

cycle. One overall objective of the class is to promote the proper use of available vibration and shock 

test facilities. As development, quality, and manufacturing organizations become more aware of test 

facilities and the benefits of early test involvement, they are more likely to define their test needs 

earlier in the cycle. Users will begin to view test lab personnel as people who can help build better 

products. Since the overall objective is to increase vibration knowledge on the part of the user 

community, as opposed to training vibration test technicians and engineers, the class material should be 

general in nature and not of great technical depth. Table 1 shows a typical 

Table 1: Typical Shock and Vibration Course Content __________________________________  

1. Objectives Of Shock And Vibration Testing 

(a) Provide More Reliable Product - Operating Environment. Shipping Environment, Stress Screening 

(b) Eliminate known Failure Modes - Loose or Broken Parts, Bent Frames, Unseated Cards/Cables. 

Adjustment Changed. 

2. Definition /Measurements 

(a) Why Measure 

(b) Need for Quantifiable Repeatable Tests. 

(c) Acceleration - What is ‘g’ 

(d) SINUSOIDAL Vibration Measurements. 

(e) Random Vibration - Pros and Cons 

(0 Shock Waveforms 

(g) Analysis Techniques - Real Time Waveforms. Spectral Analysis, Modal Analysis.
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3. Specifications 

(a) Historical Development 

(b) Operational Vibration and Shock 

(c) Shipping Vibration and Shock 

(d) Product Speeds 

(e) Interpretation 

4. Test Equipment and Techniques 
(a) Types and Principles - Electro-Dynamic Shakers, hydraulic Shakers, Drop Table Shock. 

5. Instrumentation 

(b) Quantities Measured - g. motion, Strain, Frequency. 

(c) Type of Instruments - Accelerometers, Strain Gushed. 

(d) Transducer Capabilities and Limitations. 

6. Calibration 

(a) Vibration/Shock Systems. 

(b) Transducers. 

(c) System/Tech. 

7. Running a Typical Test - Examples 

(a) Operating. 

(b) Shipping. 

(c) Sub-Assembly and Component. 

8. Problem Resolution and Correction 

(a) Retention and Fastening. 

(b) Stiffening. 

(c) Damping. 

(d) Decoupling. 

9. Stress Screening 

(a) Definition. 

(b) Why. 

(c) Techniques. 

(d) Examples. 

10. Resources 

(a) Test Lab Tours. 

(b) Resource Lists. 

(c) Testers -Pneumatic Shock Testers, Impact Tests Random Testing. 

(d) 'Pest Techniques - Operating. Shipping, Whole Machine, Sub- Assembly and Components 
(e) Fixturing Considerations. 

Course material for such class. 

The vibration test lab engineers at your facilities are the most likely candidates for class 

instructors. However, most are not trained as instructors. I recommend working closely with your 

education departments to set up the course, plan educational methods, and train instructors. The 

education personnel can also provide administrative support for advance publicity, instructor education, 

classroom facilities, and student records. A good way to plan course content is to survey your user 

community. This can be done verbally, in person or over the telephone, or more formally through a 

written questionnaire. Your education department can also be of assistance. Be sure to contact all 

functions in your user community, including development, quality, manufacturing, assurance groups, 

and the shipping and distribution areas. The course content and sequence should be established based 

on: 

1. User’s questions and needs from the survey. 
2. Your product line and test specifications and standards. 
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3. Test capabilities of labs at your site. 
4. Background and education of your students. 

An additional item to consider is the use of more than one instructor, particularly from specialty 

areas within the overall, vibration and shock test discipline. This provides in-depth instruction in a 

particular area and helps acquaint students with the personnel from various test facilities. Education 

programs can provide significant benefits to vibration and shock test labs, to users of lab services, and to 

the companies they work for. One of the common benefits to labs and users is better understanding of 

each other’s roles in the business, and increased communications. User benefits relate to product 

reliability and shortened product cycles: 

1. Increased knowledge about test methods instrumentation, and analysis capabilities of test labs. 

2. Better understanding of the applicable standards and specifications, enabling designers to work 

more closely to expected test environments. 

3. Shared information helps designers “do it right the first time.” 

4. Belter problem warning from earlier involvement with the test labs. 

Benefits for the Test Labs Include 
1. Earlier involvement in the design cycle, resulting in improved products and shorter overall 

design times. 
2. More lead time for fixture design. 

A third benefit category related to employers and their customers: 

1. Earlier involvement results in shorter, more efficient design cycles and lower costs. 

2. Better, more reliable products result from increased vibration test lab interaction in the design 

and production process. 
3. Product reliability is designed in, right from the beginning. 

Here is an example. Members of a development group had attended one of the vibration classes, 

and asked the author to attend an early design review meeting for a new product. The design review 

revealed that the hard disk drive electronics package would be exposed to much higher vibration levels 

than in its previous application. The design and test groups agreed to conduct a vibration and shock test 

on the first mechanical mock-up of the product, which was several months earlier than normal in the 

product development cycle. 

Several problems were identified, and cost-effective design choices were made early in the 

design cycle. At least one month was cut from the normal test and correction cycle, thanks to the early 

review and test activity. On other programs, we avoided delays of one to four weeks for vibration class, 

engineers realized the importance of consulting with the test groups early in the design cycle. 

Understanding Fixtures Used for Vibration and Shock Testing 

Many structural tests performed in the laboratory require some type of text fixture. For dynamic 

tests performed with a shake table, a text fixture may be required upon which to mount the test article. 

Similarly, static tests article while loads are applied to it. All test fixtures have one thing in common: 

since they are part of the overall system being tested, they must not acceptably alter the static and 

dynamic characteristics of the test article. For dynamic tests, the fixture must be rigid relative to the 

resonant frequencies of the test article, and to the frequency range of the dynamic excitation. If the goal 

of the test is to determine modal characteristics (resonant frequencies, mode shapes, and modal damping 

ratios) of the test article, then the fixture must be rigid enough such that these characteristics are not 

changed significantly due to fixture flexibility. 

If the goal of the test is to assess structural integrity for a given dynamic load (that is, a 

qualification test), then, the resonant frequencies of the test fixture must not be in the range of the 

excitation frequencies in order to avoid magnification of the applied dynamic forces of base 

accelerations. This is especially important because most test fixtures have very little damping, which 

leads to extreme magnification near a resonant frequency for sinusoidal excitation. When determining 

test fixture resonant frequencies, the weight of the overall test article should also be included since
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that weight of the overall fixture/article system. In addition to test fixtures being designed for stillness, 

they should also be designed for strength. This is especially important for fixtures used in static testing. 

Not only is proper test fixture design important for stiffness and strength, sometimes design of the 

shaker, exciter, and static load machine is important as well. 

After the test apparatus (fixture and shaker) has been designed, pre-test planning is done to 

determine where to excite the structure and where to measure the response. In many instances, this is 

dictated by accessibility constraints imposed by the structural geometry. Certain locations may not be 

large enough for the shaker or certain locations may not be easy to reach to install accelerometers. For 

structures not under these constraints, pre-test planning is done to select appropriate forcing and 

measuring locations. These are selected such that all information of interest is obtained during testing.; 

for example, if the third resonant frequency is to be measured. Pre-test planning often involves 

calculating the dynamic characteristics of the test article, best and measuring locations have been 

selected, then each test should be simulated to (Wayne, Klee, and Kimball, 1990): 

1. Verify that forcing and measuring locations are sufficient to yield desired information. 

2. Verify structure and Fixture Safety margins (particularly for high-level testing). 

3. Anticipate response levels in order to pre-set instrumentation parameters (such as gain). 

4. Obtain analytical “data” for checkout of post-processing software. 

The ultimate goal of test simulation is to avoid, or at least minimize, the unwanted surprises 

that seem to surface during testing. As with pre-test planning, test simulation is best done with finite 

element analysis. Over the years, relatively formal design procedures have evolved in many engineering 

fields. A designer follows certain rules and procedures in order to produce a desired end product. At 

certain point, the designers check loads, stresses, clearances, etc. mathematically. The imagined inputs 

are usually static. In the design of vibration fixtures, a tentative design is tested mathematically or 

intuitively for its dynamic behaviour. If the result appears to be unsatisfactory, another tentative design 

is developed and tested. The design evolves as an interaction process. Hopefully, one design appears to 

meet the opposing requirements of weight, size, high enough natural frequencies, etc., or one design 

appears to come closest to meeting those requirements. 

The mathematical testing of a design involves modeling a complex structure as an array of 

simple structures: springs, concentrated dampers (all idealized), distributed weights, distributed springs, 

distributed dampers, etc. All such modeling requires the analyst to make a number of simplifying 

assumptions. Only by making such assumptions can a design be tested mathematically. A computer 

permits one to mathematically test a more complex (possibly more realistic) model with fewer 

simplifying assumptions, and yet handle the increased complexity of the mathematical operations in a 

reasonable length of time. 

The writer attaches great importance (o the dynamic evaluation (using a shaker and measuring 

the response) of new fixtures. Evaluation shows the shortcomings (if any) of fixtures and suggests ways 

to improve them. After changes are made, re-evaluation shows improved (or worsened) behaviour. This 

process teaches astute designers more about fixture design than they can learn from any other source. 

Ideally, each designer will conduct his or her own evaluations; next best is to receive the results and 

evaluation done by others. In some evaluated at all. The usual excuse is
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lack of time and, or money. Far more time and money are often lost because poor fixtures introduce 

resonance problems that result in over testing and good test items failing. Or in overdriving a shaker in 

trying to reach specified test intensities. The converse can also waste time and money; a fixture that a 

poor test item passes. 

When a test items fails to operate properly at a certain test frequency, do we blame the item or 

the fixture? If at that frequency there were resonance (verified by accelerometers on the item and 

fixture) in a critical portion of the test item, we would blame the item. But if there were resonance 

(verified by accelerometers on the fixture and shaker) in a critical portion of the fixture, we would blame 

the fixture. Experienced test engineers will recognize that during a test is they should have been 

determined by an evaluation long before the test. Then, the fixture could have been modified in time. As 

a designer of fixtures used for vibration and shock testing, you must have some understanding of shakers 

and of how structures behave when they are vibrated. 

In particular, you must have some understanding of resonance, (fixtures, transmissibility, and 

isolation. Perhaps, we should take a preliminary look at the equipment involved in vibration testing in 

order to understand the function of test fixtures. The moving part of a shaker is often called its table, 

sometimes its armature (Fig. 1). On the working surface are a hole into the table; the fixture will be 

firmly attached to these holes by bolts, usually socket head cap screws. Figure 1 shows typical shock 

and vibration test machines (Steinberg, 1973). The fixture is needed to attach the test item to the table, 

for one or both of the following reasons: 

1. An intermediate element is needed to match the hole pattern of the table. 

2. The test item often has to be oriented in more than one direction, since test specifications 

usually call for vibration of the item in several directions (one at a time). 

The test item (or test piece or test speciment) the unit begin given a vibration or shock test. 

 

(c) 
Figure i: Basic equipment involved In vibration resting. 
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Motion of the test item is often described by a test specification, which gives such information as  
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amplitude, velocity, and /or acceleration of the motion; also the frequency range (in Hertz or cycles per 

second) over which testing is to be conducted; also the sweeping rate at which frequency is to be 

changed. In the case of a shock test, the specification gives different information but the intent is the 

same. Why is it necessary for you, as a designer of test fixtures, to understand resonant behaviour? 

Because resonant effects will probably appear in the shaker armature or table, in the fixture itself, and in 

the test item or specimen. Whenever they appear, they will affect your tests. In general they are 

undesirable. The shaker armature should be free of resonance effects over the test frequency range (say 

10-2000 Hz). But shaker armatures may have natural frequencies as low as 1,000 Hz in large, older 

shakers, at which resonance may occur. You must recognize these effects, if for no other reason than to 

avoid being blamed for effects due to factors (suck as shaker selection) over which you may have no 

control. 

Ideally (but seldom in practice), there will be no test item resonance effects over the frequency 

range of the test. If the item were very small and/or very stiff so its natural frequencies were v ery high, 

or if it were filled with some damping material to reduce the effects of resonance, its designer could 

achieve that goal. You will recognize the difficulties of learning the resonance characteristics of actual 

“in service” mountings and of reproducing these in your fixtures. Instead of attempting that very 

worthwhile goal, we generally use a rigid mounting for testing purposes. Thus, an ideal test fixture is 

one that has no resonance effects over the frequency range of test; that is our goal. Therefore, the fixture 

may be thought of as an interface unit between the test item and the shaker. It follows that fixture 

designers must know quite a bit about the various shakers in their organization's test laboratory, for 

which they will be designing fixtures. The fixture designer will have little interest in how to operate a 

shaker but much interest in the following aspects: 

1. Details of the attachment holes and bolt size and thread. 

2. Amount of weight that can be attached to the shaker table without possibly causing damage. 

3. Force that is available within shaker ratings. 

4. Necessary preload between table and fixture. 

If you wish more detailed information about shakers, you may consult sales literature from the 

various shaker manufacturers, also their operating and maintenance manuals for the equipment used in 

your laboratory. The purpose of a test fixture is to mechanically couple energy from a shaker (or a shock 

test machine) into a test specimen. An electromechanical block diagram (Fig. 2), is various parts of a 

vibration testing system; solid interconnecting lines indicate energy paths, while broken lines indicate 

mechanical energy paths. Figure 2 shows the basic equipment needed for the shaker; the controls of 

shaker frequency and force are found on the oscillator. At the oscillator output, the electrical signal is 

extremely sinusoidal. Not so at the output of the power amplifier. Here, there can be significant amounts 

of distortion at the harmonics or multiples (2f, 3f, 4f, 5f, etc.) of the test frequency at which the 

oscillator is set. 

 

The total electrical power at all the harmonic frequencies is usually 1% or less (of the total AC 

output at full power) but these can be very troublesome), any multiple of the test frequency, happens to 

coincide with any high- Q resonance in the text fixture, or the shaker armature. In that all- too-common 

test situation, the tiny amount of distortion from the amplifier is magnified by the mechanical resonance 

that is being excited. Any distortion of shaker motion indicates that one or more frequencies, in addition 

to the test frequency, is present. If, in this circumstance, a test item fails, one is uncertain as to which of 

several frequencies caused the failure. This is the major reason why sinusoidal, one-frequency-at-a-time 

vibration is specified for tests. Distortion can effect the evaluation of a fixture, also. 

If the signal from a response accelerometer increases, one normally suspects that the test 

frequency is approaching a resonance. But it may be that a harmonic of the test frequency is

 

Figure 2 Base Equipment for the shaker. 
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approaching a resonance. Many fixtures have wrongly been rejected for natural frequencies which were 

really above the specified test frequency range. The likelihood of this happening to you is lessened if 

your shaker is “clean”. So be sure that the system is being properly maintained. The likelihood is 

further lessened if you use a tracking filter. 

The power amplifier is supposed to pass sinusoidal signals from the oscillator, with fidelity, 

adding only power; the amplifier’s output waveform should be an exact reproduction of the input 

waveform. However, as we discussed earlier, all amplifiers introduce certain amounts of harmonic 

distortion. Similarly, the shaker armature is supposed to pass vibratory energy from the driver coil 

(where force is generated) to the table, again with fidelity. Note that shaker armatures are not perfect in 

this regard at all test frequencies. 

The fixture’s job is similar to the armature’s: It should transmit table motion with fidelity to 

the specimen. If we could realize our goal, input motion would be exactly the same at points A, B, and 

C (Fig. 2), identical acceleration and phase would be sensed by an accelerometer at any point. The 

fixture would be a rigid body; it is rare that frequency range to 2,000 Hz. We normally can achieve 

solid body motion only at the lowest test frequencies. Why? For the same reasons that a shaker 

armature is a rigid body only at low test frequencies, perhaps to 500 Hz. 

Between the driver coil and fixture, we have a stiff table structure, cast or welded from a 

magnesium or aluminum alloy (stiffness maximized with weight minimized). With or without a test 

load, shaker armatures resonate; some have Q’s (magnitude of resonant buildup) of 100. The resonant 

frequency depends upon the size of the armature, and at zero load may be anywhere from 1,300 Hz on 

large shakers to 5,000 Hz or higher on small shakers. In summary, as a fixture designer, you have to 

develop maximum weight, and you want to avoid structural resonances over the test frequency range. 

Also, as a fixture designer, you probably have additional constraints of time, money, etc. You cannot 

afford to build an experimental fixture, then spend literally weeks measuring its dynamic behaviour, 

making improvements and seeing their effects, gradually developing the optimum final structure for 

production. You have to get it right the first time, at least on the majority of the fixtures you will design 

each year. 

Required Information about Test Items 

A bridge designer wouldn’t start a project without knowing the anticipated traffic load and 

many other factors. You won’t start to design a fixture which mounts a test item until you know a great 

deal about the item. Here are the major factors: size and configuration of the test item are essential, 

since they dictate the size and configuration of the fixture. You also need the weight of the test item 

and its centre of gravity (CG), at least an estimate of its location, because you want the combined CG 

of test item and fixture to fall as close as possible to the centerline of the shaker. Find out the means of 

attachment of the item in its usual application on a computer, an aircraft, ship, etc. 

Most test specifications require that the item be mounted in its standard in-service manner, via . 

standard bolts, proper shock mounts, computer, etc. Your fixture must provide the proper attachment 

means at the proper locations. If your fixture must accommodate a number of test item or to assembly 

into which the item is attached in normal service. These three axes, normally called X, Y, and Z, are the 

three directions in which the test item is supposed to vibrate.
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Figure 5: Typical View of 
Test Fixture.  

Figure 6: Typical Test Fixture 
With Gusset Cut-Out. 
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Figure 3 is intended to show a simple test item and a fixture called an adapter plate, suitable 

lor vibration perpendicular to the test item’s mounting base. Adapter plates, the simplest of fixtures, 

accept the mounting of test items. The adapter plate of Fig. 3 could carry another plate at 90 degrees 

plus a gusset (two gussets would be better). Then, it would resemble Fig.4, and would be suitable for 

vibrating the test item in the two directions parallel to its mounting base. Gussets are provided in L- 

type and T-type fixtures to stiffen the fixture so it won’t deform under forces caused by solid-body 

resonance of the test item weight, w) which is cantilevered with a distance, L, between fixture and 

CG. Clearance holes for bolts which thread into the shaker table are not shown in Figures 3, 4 and 5. 

The fixture of Figures 4 and 5 might not work as well as the simple adapter plate if it were 

used in the attitude of Fig. 2: the added plate and gussets might resonate, complicating control of the 

test, and possibly creating orthogonal motion. It is usually better (cheaper and faster) to design two or 

even three fixtures for the various attitudes. No one fixture will be correct for a variety of uses, use 

resultant compromise will likely cause unnecessary resonances and faulty motions. If the test item 

must maintain one side toward Earth, you will need to turn the shaker on its side for horizontal 

vibration. Figure 6 shows a typical test fixture with gusset cut-out. 

Bolted Connections and Fasteners for Vibration and Shock Tests 

Bolts used in environmental vibration and shock testing should be treated carefully. Such 

applications include attaching test fixtures to shakers and to shock test machines; test item-to-fixture 

attachment; and in lieu of better techniques (e.g. casting, welding, bonding, machining from solid 

stock) for assembling fixtures. Not only are good bolts costly, but more important, their condition may 

affect the outcome of a test. Bolts are typically counterbored partway through the fixture and thread 

into the shaker table (or shock test machine carriage). Let M represent the total mass of fixture + test 

item. Let represent peak acceleration. Then, F = ma represents the peak dynamic force in the bolts 

during downward acceleration. If the centre of gravity of the fixture/ test item assembly is reasonably 

centred among the bolts, we can divide by N, the number of bolts and: 

F = ma / N 

This gives the holding force per bolt. Let’s add 10%, and call the our “desired preload.” 

F = 1.1 ma / N 

We need to torque the bolts to achieve F in each bolt before the test. How will we measure F 

so that the bolts are tightened adequately? We don’t want to risk breaking the bolts or pulling inserts 

out of the soft aluminum or magnesium table of our shaker (or shock test machine). We could measure 

F by using instrumented bolts or washers or we could use bolts that optically indicate bolt elongation. 

But these are awkward to use in deeply counterbored holes in a fixture. Tables in mechanical 

engineering handbooks give clamping force vs. torque for various bolt threads. 

These tables generally assume that torque is converted (by the thread angle) into clamping 

force. Such a happy situation is only borne out in practice if the following engineering factors apply: 

type of thread; bolt and hole grade; machined steel washers only (no lock washers); material finish; 

area of contact; cleanliness; Lubrication; and plating (e.g. cadmium). The following installation 

factors apply as well: operator training; accuracy and calibration of torque wrench; and temperature. 

Even if all the engineering and installation factors were optimized yesterday, holding force 

today may insufficient. Changes in the clamped material are given various terms: seating; embedment; 

material fatigue; torque fall-off; joint relaxation or material degradation. In addition to these very slow 

changes with time, there are more dramatic changes in F that occur with the first few cycles of 

vibration or the first shock test. We must retighten some of our bolts. Which ones? To what T? We 

didn’t really know F, but applying the same T as before significantly turns the bolt. Bolts that optimize 

the engineering factors should be specified and the bolts should be handled carefully. 

Many different types of fasteners are used in electronic equipment and machines. These 

includes screws, nuts, rivets, clips, and so on. Fasteners are responsible for a very large percentage of 

field failures. In most shock tests, it is the fasteners which are the largest single source of failure. 

Although fasteners have been used in very large quantities in electronic equipment for many years, 

most of the applications are based on static installation consideration. The fastening techniques, which 

are generally characterized by ease of installation and cost, are usually not satisfactory for severe 

shock and vibration environments. 

A contributing factor is that fasteners are such small items and their use so universal that their 
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application tends to on a semiautomatic basis without regard to the essential strength of the fasteners. 

This is particularly the case for machine screws. When larger screws are used, it is often automotive or 

aircraft industry, where very small screws are very seldom used. Because fasteners play an important 

part in the overall reliability of the electronic equipment, extra consideration should be given in their 

selection as follows: 

1. Select the proper type of fasteners (screws, rivets, etc.), considering such trade-offs as 

environment, strength, maintenance, and cost. 

2. Select the correct fastener size and location based on dynamic loads and geometry of the 

structure. 

3. Select the correct locking device for screws and locking device for screws and nuts. 

4. Select the right installation technique. 

Most electronic manufactures will choose screws and rivets on a production basis. If they use 

screws, they select the size locking device according to their tolerances as well as for ease in assembly. 

In installation, they depend upon the production personnel to use their own judgement in the proper 

installation of fasteners. The results of these conditions are uses, the wrong sizes are used and the 

wrong installation torque are used. It has been found, generally speaking, that cold-driven shark-

expanding rivets are very satisfactory and should be used more frequently in electronic assemblies. 

It has been found, too, that where screws are used, they should be larger than those customarily 

considered and they should be made of better materials. Many locking devices commonly used are 

unsatisfactory. Some are often the source of many severe problems. It has also been found that a 

mechanic’s judgement in tightening a machine screw is usually faulty. Many failures in electronic 

equipment have resulted because bolts have become loose. Consider what can happen to a sensitive 

electronic chasis when a large transformer becomes loose and rattles around during vibration. Some 

specific recommendations can be made to improve the quality of the fasteners in electronic equipment: 

1. Steel screws should be used in all screw fastenings. The steel should have the minimum 

properties of SAE 1010. 

2. The screws should be tightened by a torque device which can be present to the required value. 

3. The tightening torque should be 60-80% of the torque required to twist the head off the screw. 

4. The screw head should permit as positive non-stopping grip for the diving device and should 

also withstand the driving forces. A slotted-hex-head type of machine screws seems to be 

general purposes, the most satisfactory. 

5. In all applications involving through-holes, locknuts should be used instead of lockwashers. 

Most of the standard steel locknuts are satisfactory. 

6. Blind-tapped holes should be avoided, if possible. When they are necessary, locking devices 

such as lockwashers should be used under the screw head in order tb prevent the screw from 

backing out during vibration. The tightening torque should be increased by an amount equal to 

the resisting frictional torque of the locking device. 

7. The fasteners for a unit should be distributed so that the failure of one fastener will not free 

very small components, there should be a minimum of two fasteners. 

Lockwashers and screw-locking inserts should be used with care in electronic systems that will 

be used in the zero-G environment of outer space. These two devices create a binding friction in the 

screw by biting into the metal during installation. This action will very often shave metal particles from 

the crew. If these particles are not removed, they can float around in a zero-g environment create 

electrical problems. The crossed-recess screwdriver slot (Philips head) will also tend to be cut by the 

action of the screwdriver. When the screw is seated and the screwdriver is twisted, the screw driver 

will very often twist out of the slot and shave small bits of metal out of the screw head. In order to 

avoid shaving small bits of metal, many electronic firms use liquids such as octet and Glyptal which 

bind the screws. Some firms use nylon inserts in the screws. Nylon inserts are usually good for about a 

dozen insertion and removal cycles before the nylon cold flows, and reduces the binding torque. 
Summary and Conclusions 

This paper discussed the basic education programs for users of vibration and shock testing 
services. Developing the highest possible confidence levels in the shortest periods of time is the 
objective of testing. Vibration and shock testing plays an important part in improving the reliability of 
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components, subassemblies, and finished products. The paper also discussed fixtures, bolted 
connections, and fasteners used for vibration and shock testing, you must have some understanding of 
how structures behave when they are vibrated. Vibration and shock testing contributes directly to 
profits through increased sales and reduced costs. 
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